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1. (U) This mernorandLDtl and its enclosures (Tabs A-F) will
supplement this rrcrning's phone conversation on the Friedman Collection.
Please note one change (paragraph 4) in the infonnation I gave you this
morning.

f

2. (':PS CCO) The first enclosure is the Marshall Library's
Newsletter, announcing receipt of the Friedman papers (Tab A). As
indicated (Tab B), Vince Wilson and Alfred Hesse visited Lexington in
January 1971. Their review of the collection involved using the 3 X S
card index to identify f.olders potentially containing classified
information. Note (page 3) the specific interest in Hagelin correspondence, and (same page) their conclusion that there was "no great
danger of classified material, marked or unmarked, being found in the
Friedman collection." Ed Fishel's November 1971 trip report (Tab C)
fcx:uses more on the potential historical value of the collection than on
anything else. Note, hQwever (page 3), ·sane background on the Agency's
role in the cc:mpilation of the collection and its attendant catalogs.
Tab D marks the 1974 trip report prepared by Vince Wilson and Lambros
Callirnahos.
3. (S €03) As for the Friedman papers held as part of the History
Collection in T542, rrcst of the approximately sixty Shinn boxes of
material were assembled fran papers held by Friedman in either his
Agency office or at his home. They were reviewed arid segregated fran
the collection before the rest of the material was turned over to
Friedman. Four boxes, described in our index as the Friedman Supplement,
are papers retrieved by Agency personnel fran Friedman's hane in the
recovery operation Mrs. Friedman preferred to described as NSA's "search
and seizure act. 11

-'

4. (T'S CCO) After I spoke with you this irorning, I disc6vered a
hote frcxn Dave Goodman, a onetime history fellow here, noting receipt
from the Marshall Library of phot0copies of the Friedman-Hagelin
correspondence (Tab E). Before this, I was under the impression that
our Hagelin-Friedman items had been included with the material that
did not go to the Marshall Library. Tab F represents an assessment of
the potential damage resulting fran disclosure of the correspondence,
along with the.suggestion that the correspondence had been made
available to Ronald Clarke. I do not know who the author of the
assessment was (a guess would be that "L" stands for Lambros Callirnahos,
but that's only a guess). To the best of my knowledge, the originals
are still at the Marshall Library.
Declassified and approved for release by NSA on 06-19-2015 pursuantto E .0. 1352a
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Colonel and Mrs. William F. Friedman in the library of their \\"ashinglon home. la the loregrouad are some of the unique cryptographic
.
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Mis& Eugenia Lejeune (top) who died in March, 1971, reviewed the material with the Friedman&
to determine the space required for the Collection. In February, 1971, Miss Lejeune equipped
a special room (center) to house the Collection. Three months later, Lieutenant General Marshall S. Carter, Foundation President, and Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, Director, examine the Col·
lecti.on with Mn. Nan Pascal, Library Research AssistanL

One o . e most important and
extensive private collections of
crypto 1.ogic material in the world has
been given to the Marshall Library.
The gift was made by the late
Lieutenant Colonel William F. Friedman, who died in 1969, and Mrs.
Friedman, of Washington, D.C. Colonel
Friedman and his wife have been
·widely acclaimed in the field of
cryptology since World War I.
The Friedman Collection "will be a
tremendous addition to the Library's
holdings," stated Lieutenant General
Marshall S. Carter, Foundation
president and Director of the National
Security Agency from 1965 to 1969.
"We are deeply indebted to Colonel
and Mrs. Friedman for their thoughtfulness in deciding to house this
Collection with the papers of the
World War II Chief of Staff."
Approximately three thousand items
are in the Friedman Collection, now
being prepared for the use of
researchers in the field. These range
from Colonel Friedman's first publications in the cryptographic field in
1916 and papers allied with their
assignments for the U.S. Government
to books in various languages,
pamphlets, technical papers, periodicals, microfilm, slides and newspaper
clippings.
For almost half a century Colonel
Friedman was regarded as this
country's most eminent cryptologist. In
Congressional hearings on the Pearl
Harbor attack, Mr. Friedman was
identified as leader of the group of
U.S. Army cryptologists who solved
the Japanese diplomatic cipher and
built a machine which automatically
deciphered these important communications. For his wartime work be was
av..·arded the highest civilian honors
given by the government. In 1944 he
received the War Department's
Commendation for Exceptional Civilian
Service; in 1946 the Medal for Merit;
and in 1955, the National Security
Medal for "distinguished achievements .
in national intelligence work." In a
rare action, the U.S. Congress in 1956
awarded him $100,000 as partial
. compensation for the commercial
rights of his inventions held secret by
the Government. In testimonv before
Congress, General Marshall ·said that
the work of the organization Colonel
Friedman directed "contributed greatly
to victory and tremendously to the
saving of American lives."
Born in Kishinev, Russia, on
September 24, 1891, William Frederick
Friedman was brought by his family
to Pittsburgh in 1893, where he
became a naturalized citizen. After
graduating from Cornell University
with a degree in genetics, Colonel
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the work begun by her husband of annotating each item in the Collection, adding invaluable depth to the material.

Friedman sened as director of genetics
research at Riverbank Laboratories
in Genen, Illinois. While there he met
Miss Elizebeth Smith, who became the
future Mrs. Friedman. Miss Smith
was conducting research on the
claim that Sir Francis Bacon
had written the works of Shakespeare.
Riverbank was a privately owned
facility where research projects were
conducted in many areas, including the
science of cryptology. The director
of Riverbank, Colonel George Fabyan,
was interested in the cryptological
e\idence that Bacon had written the
plays of Shakespeare. Mr. Friedman
became interested in the controversy
and his talents were diverted from
genetics to cryptology.
Before war broke out in 1917,
Riverbank Laboratories volunteered
the senices of its unique group of
cryptographic personnel, including Mr.
and Mrs. Friedman, who trained the
first class of Army cryptographers, to
the U.S. Government. During World
\·\lar I, Lieutenant Friedman served in
Army intelligence. In 1921 his long
go\'ernment career began with the
Signal Corps. He was chief cryptanalyst with the War Department from
1921 to 1947 when he became chief
cryptologist for the DeparQI1ent of
Defense. In the 1950's he was also a
special assistant to the director of the
National Security Agency, and from
1955, until his death in 1969, he served
as a consultant for the Defense
Department.
While her husband was working for
the War Department, Mrs. Friedman
was employed by the Treasury
Department as a code and cipher
expert unscrambling those used by
r'.!::n·r-..r.r.ers during Prohibition. Her
skills also led to the capture of
smugglers and the break up of opium
sr:::.iggling rings. She was selected to
establish cryptographic communica- ·

tions for the International Monetary
Fund, and also served the IMF as a
consultant. From 1924 to 1942 she was
chief of the Treasury Department's
cryptographic section, and a research
analyst with the Navy Department
from 1942 to 1946.
The Friedmans' interests were not
limited to their government work.
They continued their study of the
Bacon-Shakespeare question, and after
several years concluded that -there
exists no proof that the author was
other than Shakespeare. Their "The
Cryptologist Looks at Shakespeare"
was awarded the $1,000 Folger
Shakespeare Library Award in 1955
and was published by the Cambridge
University Press as The Shakespearean
Ciphers Examined in 1957. The next
year they won the fifth annual award
of the Shakespeare Festival Theatre
and Academy. Other works in the area
of cryptology in literary works by the
Friedmans include "Acrostics,
Anagrams and Chaucer" in 1959 and a
study of acrostics claimed to have

been found in medieval French poems.
The Friedmans were also interested
in archaeology and many archaeological subjects are represented in the
Collection. Among these are: the runes
of Europe and Scandanavia, Linear
A and B of Crete, Stonehenge and
Easter Island. The development of
Western civilization is studied through
the Aztecs, Incas and some North
American Indians; however, the
largest amount of material is about
Mayan culture. Color reproductions of
the three remaining Maya codices are
in the Collection. There are technical
papers on the Mayas as well as highly
readable accounts of their daily lives.
The archaeological section of the
Collection is smaller than the other
sections, but its contents have been
chosen with care.
In the Friedman Collection there are
also several hundred items relating to
cryptography, cryptanalysis, secret
writing and signalling, radar. telephony
and telegraphy.
To supplement the technical side of

A crlindrical de\ice used briefly bl· the U.S. Signal Corps.
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An example of the Wheatstone Cryptogram invented in 1875.

cryptography, the Collection contains
fictional works whose plots involve
spies and codes as well as popular
books on cryptographic games for
children and a set of the official
publications of the American
Cryptogram Association.
The Friedmans also gave the Library
valuable code books used by the
Union Army during the Civil War and
rare books on the subject of cryptography dating from the 1500's.
.
There is a large amount of material
concerning Pearl Harbor and the
controversy over who was to blame
for the "day of infamy". Colonel
Friedman included in the collection
everything he could find in print on
the Pearl Harbor debate.
Of particular interest also is a copy
of the Voynich Manuscript which has
been the subject of intense research

areas of the Collection: cryptography,
literature and archaeology.
In the area of literature the works of
James Joyce and Gertrude Stein are
prominent. Colonel Friedman believed
that the works of the authors composing the "cult of unintelligibility"
were really of a cryptographic nature
since the authors deliberately
attempted to conceal their true
meanings. This Collection also includes
examples of the personal shorthand
codes used by Samuel Pepys,
Benjamin Franklin and William Byrd.
Although after years of study, the ·
Friedmans confirmed William
Shakespeare's authorship, they have
included in the Collection books and
essays representative of the other
major viewpoints.
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, Marshall
Library director, said that several

for some years. Thought by some to

years before his death, Colonel

be the work of Roger Bacon, the
English medieval monk and scientist,
the manus!:iript has never been
deciphered. Colonel Friedman and
many others have attempted a
solution, including the late Father
Theodore C. Petersen of Catholic
University, Washington. Father Petersen copie_d the unusual illustrations
and text' and spent much of his free
time working on a solution. He. still
had not succeeded at the time of his
death, but his workbooks and his color
copies of the manuscript bequeathed
to the Friedman Collection should be
valuable to scholars in this field.
The correspondence between the
Friedmans and their associates provides valuable background for the
Collection. Their broad interests are
reflected in the correspondence .
concerning each of the three main

Friedman become interested in the
work of the George C. Marshall
Research Foundation and decided that
he wanted his collection to go to the
Marshall Library. Initially making
contact with Dr. Pogue, he corresponded or talked with General
Omar Bradley and General Marshall
Carter, Foundation officials, concerning
the deposit of the collection at
Lexington. At Dr. Pogue's direction,
Miss Eugenia Lejeune, archivistlibrarian of the Foundation, went
carefully through the collection with
Colonel and Mrs. Friedman, and then
the Director arranged for part-time
assistance to the Friedmans in the
typing of annotated cards which
Colonel Friedman made over a three
or four year period. After bis death,
Mrs. Friedman continued this activity,
adding to an already valuable col- .

lection Cil)ditional important
information.
From 1965, when his first contacts
were made with Dr. Pogue, until a
short time before his death, Colonel
Friedman talked at considerable length
with the Director about his cryptographic work. The Colonel also
arranged for other valuable papers to
be given to the Marshall Library. One
of the more interesting was the
donation of the diaries for the years
1918-1926 of the inventor, Gilbert S.
Vernam, which were given to the
Library by Mrs. Ruth V. Nielssen,
daughter of the diarist, through the aid
of Colonel Friedman and Mr. R. D.
Parker, former director of research
for the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company.
The Marshall Library is extremely
fortunate to receive the extensive
Friedman Collection. Once the material
has been integrated with the Library's
holdings, it will become a most
important addition to the vast and
growing research facilities.
Access to the Collection will be
restricted for a period; inquiries
should be made in writing to the
Director, George C. Marshall Research
Library, Drawer 920, Lexington,
Virginia 24450. 0
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Mrs. Pascal organizing the Collection.

25 January 1971

TRIP REPORT

:·

of
Alfred W. Hesse and Vincent J. \i\l"ilson, Jr.
to
The Friedman Qollection at the George C. Marshall Research Library
Lexington, Virginia

Our visit to the Friedman Collection on 18-19 January 1971 was made in
company with General Carter and Dr. Forrest Pogue, Executive Director of
the Marshall Library, who were going to attend a meetir:;J of the Library
Board of Directors. Because of our travel scheC.ule and the Library's hours,
we had approximately eight hours with the collection c.nd in conference Vlith
Miss Eugenia Lejeune, Archivist of the Marshall Research Lib~ary.

Present Status of the Friedman Collection
We began our review of the Friedman Library anc! collection by a conference with Miss Lejeune. She \'lill be in cha~e of the general administration of the collection including its initic.l so:ti::g, incexing, and
arrangement, with the assistance of regular anc extra Libra.ry staff.
The Friedman collection arrived at the ~·.:Ic.rshc.11 Research Library on
? 17? December 19 7 0 and is still in some 7 4 transfer cc.rtons {approximately
two ~u. ft. each). These cartons have bee:-i o:;:enec, ar;c checked on a
sampling basis, by the Library stc.ff, but have r:ot yet been systematicc.lly
unpacked. Some of the cipher me.chines (ec.rly Bc.;elin 3-21, an M-209, a
SIGFOY, an original v\Theatstone cipher disk, a:!d s::.m.e old ;..rmy cipherin~
cylinders and strip boards) \Vere set out of the cc.rtcns en top of file cabinets.
All·'these cartons and equipment were stored in the Librc.r-f' s room-sized
vault, desi;:--.e:c c!ld authorized fo:- storc.;e 0: T.J? S2Ci{ZI :-;-;aterial.
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In addition, there is a 3 x 5 card index file of the whole collection,
prepared _by Mr. and Mrs. Friedman, which is a standard library card
catalog of the collection, including not only books but aiso pamphlets,
magazines, clippings and miscellanea. It is arrange~ a~phabetically by
author and by subject •. This file is now stored in a room on the second
floor of the stacks·, which is intended as the home of the Friedman
collection, except for any classified qr limited-access material which
would remain in the vault.
There ·is another file of 5 x 8 cards, known as the analytical file,
presently placed in the vault, which was prepared by Mr. and Mrs. Friedman
and··-later by Mrs. Friedman alone right up to the time the collection was
moved to Lexington. It is arranged alphabetically by proper name (except
for the latest cards which have not yet been interleaved into the file). The
cards are keyed to the books and other items of the collection by numbers
ass_igned sequentially (probably in order of accession) up to about 2000.
This is called the. analytical file because the cards contain annotations,
varying in length from a few lines to occasionally several cards, giving an
analysi~ of the content, scope, or reliability of the book or item and usually
including some· cross-references.
The only other item in the collection is a 4-drawer -3-way combination
lock safe, the material in which was not available for survey because only
Mrs. Friedman has the combinatio:i.
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Assessment of the Friedman Collection
It was clear, because of the shortness of time available for our study,
that we could not ho_pe to examine everything in the collection. Our best
procedure was some kind of discri:ninative sampling which might lead us
to those items more likely tha_n others to show up classified or codeword
material. For such a procedure the analytkal card file was a most useful,
and available, key.
Since this collection represents Mr. Friedman's catholic interest in
anything cryptologic, there were large blocks of matedal which we could
wit[l reasonable assurance disregard as having a very slight chance of
revealing any classified material. Such blocks of material related to the
Voynich MS, the Shakespearean ciphers, the Mayan hieroglyphs, the
Casanovan studies and the historical material en cryptography in Renaissance Europe, in the P..merica:-i Re~."olution, the Civil \Var, and World v..rar I,
as v;ell as r:rnst open publicatio:-is on cryptology, either fictional or
technicc.l.
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. Our method, then, was to ~ork systematically through the analytical
card file, ignoring the large categories outlined above and searching out
those which seemed more significant for our purposes {e.g. I ENIGMA,
Hagelin, ASA, AFSA, etc.). By using the accession numbers on these
cards in conjunction with an index list of the contents of the cartons by
accession number, we could locate the carton containing the material to
be examined 111ore closely.
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Notice s.hould be taken of the fact that, although all the Hagel in cards
in the analytical file were checked, no file of correspondence between
Mr. Friedman and Hagelin was found. Files of correspondence with others
do occur in the cards and in the collection, but not for Hagelin. This
seemed strange. It is possible that the Hagelin correspondence is in the
locked safe, but this is mere conjecture~
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In this way we ran down about a dozen main categories, but in no case
did we find anything bearing a classification higher than RESTRICTED, anything which s·eemed to have had a classification removed or obliterated, or
anything which a quick scanning_ suggested should have been classified.
(See Appendix). The only document found marked SECRET was a review of
David Kahn's The Codebreakers in the analytical file, which seemed to
deserve that classification, not on an official basis, but only on a personal
basis.
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Conclusions
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On the basis of our selective sampling ""'e conclude that there is no
great danger of classified material, marked or unmarked, being found in
the Friedman collection. We found no evidence of codeword material. If
there is any requirement to protect some material by limiting access, the
physical security arrangements are available and seem adequate. We were
informed that some of the staff are cleared for TO? SECRET and also that
prospective users of any classified material would need to be cleared by
regular DOD procedures.
There should be time for further, more thorough review of the Friedman
collection before it is open for study. Miss Lejeune estimates it will take
at least three months to unpack, sort, check ai:d complete cataloging the
collection. Thereafter it was indicated. that the l\:Iarshall Research Library
could probably stall for as much as a year befcre announcing the collection
'.'.'as available for use. 'Ne recor::::1cnd that a second reviev: be made at a
time when the mc.terials are unpac}~ed and arranged but befc!"e any gen er al
access is gre.ntec!.
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General Carter and the staff of the George C. Marshall Research
Library - 'Dr. Forrest Pogue; Executive Director; Miss Eugenia Lejeune,
·Archivist; and Mr. Royster Lyle, Curator - were all most cooperative and
helpful. The staff were most willing to make such arrangements as· seemed
necessary for protection of any special material which might be· uncovered.
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APPENDIX

Specific materials reviewed .in the Friedman Collection . .included:

1. ENIGMA - only photostats of published promotional material for
the commercial machine found.
2. Hagelin - copies of company descriptive brochures of equipments,
covering C-446, CX-52, CX-528, BC-543, RT-53, CB-55, and CDR-55.
No annotations, no methods of solution, and no correspondence of substance •
.

:-:...

. 3. ASA Cryptanalysts 1 Manual, dated 194 0, 194 6, 194 7 - bulky compilation of letter frequencies by language .as well as mathematical and
statistical tables. Classified RESTRICTED.
4. AFSA Glossary of TA, dated 19.51 - slim pamphlet, classified
RESTRICTED.

5. U. S. Army Field Codes - \Vorld \Var I vintage or training documents .
......

6. Official Report of Congressional Hearings on Pearl Harbor, 3 9 vol. no evidence found of any significant annotations.
7. Yardley - thin file of Mr. FrieC.:mc.n •s correspondence with Yardley
up to 1931, bearing no classificc.tion and probably unclassified in substance.

8. Two folders of papers - one labelled "Solutions," which apparently
dated from the 1920 s, and the other labelled "Working Papers," which
concerned the Voynich MS.
1

9. A nur..ber of books - e.g., A. Dulles, The Craft of Intelligence and
L.' Farago, The Broken Seal - the latter had numerous annotations of a personal nature but· nothing was seen which seemed to need official clas sification.
I
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My main purpose was to find artifacts in the Friedman
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Collection suitable for the Director's display center. -~~.:... _ _

-----

main .accomplishment was getting a bird's eye impression of the
considerable· value of the collection to our history program.
As
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to the artifacts, I found the ones I expected to and-no·:

others suitable for our display.

The two:

a Union

Arey codebook

(pocket size) and a Civil War-style cipher d~~k used by the AEF.
I also found, as expected, that our

~~ting

to use the collection,

and borrow or withdraw items from it, may enbarrass the Foundation
by running counter to Mrs. Friedz::an's wishes •
.Another finding:

It is ·now settled that Roberta Wohlste:tter will

do the W. F. F. biography._,.
Description of the Friedman Collection
The collection's accession numbers go up to about 2000, but there·
are perhaps 200 or 250 trJ.ssing (i.e. unused) rrUEbers, and in another
100 Oi: 150'· cases a number is· shown in the Catalog but the .item to Yhic:i
it is assigned

is

missir.g from the shelves, evidently having been

give~
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The most logical eX!>lanation of the ::issing numbers (this is my
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conjecture) is that in goir.g th~Jugh his c~lle:tion in recent years_
.

..

WFF many tit:es consoli6.e:ted two or ·more ite:::.s under a sir.gle number
can::~led.

:=:::::::~...:..·

(instead of reusi:!g) the nu:r.oers t:ius vacatec.

For ex8.!jple,
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REF ID:A29l9466.

.......
all of perhaps a dozen letters, with nU!lie:rous photocopies of Civil·
War items that I had sent him over a longer period, are filed under a
single number.
The buJJt of the collection is in an upstairs room that is kept
-··-locked. Some items--including the classified ones ·~~-~C?~tr!buted
recently--are kept in a humidity-controlled vault.

A few items (arti-

facts) are on display in the museum.
'· Perhaps half' of the numbered items are books.
Only perhaps a dozen are artifacts--cipher devices, codebooks.
I did not see any correspondence files, although many of the

numbered .items include letters to WFF.

It is unlikely that he wrote many

letters without keeping copies of them, but 1f they are in the collection,
they are not catalogued.
The catalog is organized in two we.ys--by
"author~"

----

--·----- - . ··- ------·

_a_ccess_i()n_I1um1>.~r__ 8ll~_P.:1-·

The lattern term is a very large UI!lbrella; for example, I 8:m

listed.as the "elithor" of the odds and ends of raw material I send to

WFF by letter.
WFF wrote comments about several hundred of the items.

·typed on 5-by-8 cards, filed separately
by accessfi:in
number.
.
--·
. ~
added notations in pencil on many of the

catalo~_

These are

-

Mrs. Friedman
.

cards •.

A subject catalog would be use:f'ul, of course.

The _m~-~~~--~fone are

present on the cards now in the catalog; on each of them the subjects to
wbi~h

the item pertains are noted.
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Our Use of the Collection

'

I read the catalog cards up through #450 and exernined 40 or 50 of the
..

-··

items.

Before I reached #50 it had becm:1e clear that we ne~d a copy

of the whole catalog, and of the coI!l!lient cards.
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This ~ollection is

perhaps as rich in material for us as is the Cryptologic Collection in

E~~;z~.
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3c089.
Until this tilile, Dr. Pogue

ha~

not had a close idea of the utility

of the collection
.
. to us, nor had Mr. Lyle, his essistent on

.:the
-

s~ene.

We "'discussed inc9nclusively ·the problem of how our use can be effected
wi_thout displeasing Mrs. Friedman.

fl
;:_~
····-·······

There are some :points in our favor:

NSA assisted in the i~talogiiig in its early years, contributing the

(1)

"'("

fU.11 time: of one person for several m::mths/\a year or two. (2) It ·was
my car. (and Mrs. Friedman has been info~ed· that it vas) that hauled

the lest dozen or so boxes of the collection to Lexington.

(3)

At a

cost of many manhours, we (NSA) contributed a generous number of items
to the collection~

{4)

P.nd many of WFF' s Ci Vil War items were provided by me.

The collection surely contains scores. of items that the Agency·

contributed to by providing CREF information or

!24

reporduction services~

Some of the items (e.g. Civil War codebooks) ~ere, and a case could

(5)

be I:lad.e that they still

are,

_Government property.

General Carter .as well as Dr. Pogue is concerned a.bout this problem.
One :possible solution, not yet suggested to them, might be a personal request

A better one,

~~~~!::st~d to me by S.S. Snyder, is

·::

1'.jl
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listing a topical index in return for keeping

~---

.

;

e copy of it ourselves.
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that we offer to provide by
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T'ne collection is closed -~_9~-. ~,-~~--outsiders except us and Mrs.
. _,,,.

Wohlstetter, but for only perhaps a year e::id a

J;t~

or so.

A request I placed. for hill a dozen items may bring this !>roblem

to a head fairly soon.

These were:

(1)

the AEF cipher disk.

There

-were three of these in "t;he collection and I requested one as a .__g_!f_~---- ·---

to NSA.

(2)

One of the six Civil War codebooks.

-

It is un<l_uplicated in

the -~ollection (or anywhere else), but there are five other utiiupllcated
ones.

I asked for it on long-term loan.

(3)

a photocopy, one of severa1

identical ones in the collection;, of a cipher letter to General Washington
from Dr •. Benjamin Church, his medical officer who is now known to have been
a British spy.

(4)

(This would-~~~~-· -a-°'$?._od little problem to print in Spectrum)

a :photocopy of a Civ:il War message (elso. a possible Spectrum feature).

T'.ais is duplicated several times in the collection, and it was provided by
me.

(5)

a copy, one of three in the collection, of the book containing the

between-wars articles on cryP-tology that· appeared in the Signtl Corps.
:t:ulletin.

T'.ae Library may have this, but we could use another.

for it as a gift.

(6)

I asked

a copy, one of eight in the collection, of a

short treatise on international co!!IIiiUilications that WFF wrote (and GPO
printed) by way of educating the U.S. delegation to one of the betweenvars international conferences on frequency allocations etc.
asked for as a gift.

(7)

This I also

a copy of published material relating to the

battle of the Falklands.
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I intended, but neglected, to request also an

M-94 cylindrical

cipher device which is kept in the Library vault and is
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., REF ID: A29.19466

_Ojust ·rusty and worn enough to mnke it a :reuch better display item than
the nint-condition copies of the sane de-vice Tie could probably find
;.·:i thin_ the Agency.
·
Ii'

in

;1e

·had. a copy of the catalog, ·.1e ..-oulc re-reproduce the cards
create a subject file.

suff~cient nu_~~er ~o.

In the case of so~e subjects, the catalog ~~G~t reveal enough material to :::la~e a TDY to Lexington ·north ·:d~ile. But in nost cases Tie
..,.ould be served ·.-;ell enough to get a Xerox copy of a:i iten or items
n.ade at the Library and sent to us. The Library has· a copying machine
end the staff ·.-:ould not be unduly straL'"led by !:elping us in this :18.y.
So:ne Particulars About the Collection
17orld "t7ar I

....

This is the 'Oeriod for 11hi ch the collection appears to be ;:..ichest
in material oi' th·e l:ind ·::e are after. The %- of the catalog t'l1a:t- I·exemiiied yielded perhaps a do-::ze_n ","i\"l I itens that· see~ed to be new to me.

·-

.:=::=::
---~

The Falkl~nds raaterial nentioned above consisted of nagazine
pieces published in 1934, begi.!L"'ling -;-rith an article by
e.n Australian 1favy officer named Blal:ely iiho cle.L-ned t!:at he read traffic·
giving Von Spee 1 s itinerary across the Pacific and into the Atlantic.
Ilis disclosure ·::es follor:ed in the Austral-ie.n and British press by one
or t-.-10 other clains (not Conint) and so::le challe~c;es are refutations.
HF:!' s note on this item says "A conplet~ly subjective and inuginative
account of ~iorld "t7ar I cr:vptograp.!":y"; but this do: s net destroy the
story.

· 1.

and

ne~-r~paper

2.

If the book 1Q. Qib (by Rugh Cleland Eoy; Lond9n.: Hutchinson

& Co. Ltd, 1935; pp. 256) continues to elude us, 'Derhans

. duce the collection's copy, :·rhich is accession 7}424.

•

~-re could ?epro-

3. riFF noted that the AEF never used the prir~itive cipher disk
(one of the artifacts I asked.for).
4 •. Clue to the location of the Walter Eb.es Page JJSS: There is a
·."f.H.P. Library at ?.andolph-l1acon (AshJE, nd, ·Ya.)

5. }. name -.;e should seek to identify: J. Rives Childs, "1st Lt.,
J:.A., "·author of several ·-rritings ( so;;;e ui-iclassified) on Gernan Army
ciphers in W.T I.
Civil ·.7e.r
'. l. In The Fried::.:an Lectures there is a sentence that pronises I
;;ill s cn.e day reveal t!·,e oackground· of "_.!.. !tebel Cipher Dispatch: One
·.ihich Did lfot Rench Judah P. Benjamin." I had i'O'l'gotten about this and
•-:ill need to recover the article, which e.Pnee.red in Harper's for June
189.~ and is Y[FF' s ~f240. 2.
·•
2.

i7e. shoulc also get fron L. of

c.

!'he ::agaz'ne Sit;nal for J.:arch-

.?.pr i l and l:e.:r-June 1954, containing a t-::o-part article by G• .naynor

T-l':.o:;.i,pson, Sit;nal Co rps historian. There ~av be li t-tle new inf a nation
~n i~, but it co::-rtains 15 or 20 photoc;ra?hs' ·.-;hich ·.-:e could c;et fron

.r.rchive s or the 3rady collection once ·::e kne-;; ho-..t to identify thenl.
3. Fecere.l cin:iers in oricir.al ha.."'!d·.-.-ritir'.,S are e..-:.ons the
in the vault, as # 1 ~ 187 end 187.1.
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a typ~script, "Coces C1.:id Qiphers Durinktwhe Civil
Direction or the Chier Signal Ofi'l. cer/ 20 April
•
194~/SPSIS-l." ,. T'ne nsPSIS-1:" sta."ll~s it as pa:rt oi' the history produced .
· • in J'.SA. Do "::1e •• ave it?

·• _:.:1-=
· . 4. "i."FF' s :ff:l93 ·is
o-'... . •;721/Preper ed. Under the
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5.· In addition to the six C.17. codebooks, the collection includes
a book of ·::orksheets that belonsed to ·.iillia.>:i R. PlUJ:l, lircy oi' the Cw:iberliind telegrapher and author oi' the Hilitary Telegraph ·history. These
are r.essages -that Plum -:!rote in his book before. ~p.king out the colu."llls
onto a ~essage blank. It i~ ~art oi' the museur.i display.
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l!iscellaneous

.
l. There is a Charles l.lendelso!m Collection in the U. oi' Penna.
Library. J. card index to it is ·:ii'"J' s ;f-15~.~.
·:le probably should ask
for the reproduction oi' this index.

~::::l

.

2.

·

Possible sourc·e oi' artifacts: t!'le Sic;nal Corps llus~u."?l e.t F.ort
·
...._,.,..

llomno~th, ~stablis!~ed 1962.

s

3. Another possibility:· There is a niebel Cipher Key" in Ford 1
Theater, not part or the ex.liibition there (e.ccordL"lg to '.li'F' s 1943 note>.
It is probably a ·:!ooden version 1oi' the c:·.•lindrice.l cipher disk. A letter
concerning· it i~ part of 1ii'1'"' s #193.
4. Still another: For a :me::;sage to go ·.1ith the c.1·1. codebook, ue
might ask i'or a loan i'rom the HcClelle.n l!SS at L. of C., Tlhich contain
nUJ:lerous undecrypted nessages.
5. "r"IF'F's ·1s23 Elements of· Cr"'rota_"!e.l:.\•sis ·.;a.s translated into Ger.raan
and a copy oi' it, obtained oy--=i"!Cuil~ is i~ his collection as #213.l.
(There is at least one other mention of T!CO!.!, in l!rs. F. 1 s he.nd,~rriti."lg.
Should this be expurgated?)
:Torld i"lar II
l.Some oi' ~1F~ 1 s and Signal Corps instructional publications ~ere unclassified and nre in the collection. ~a..~ple: Fil 11-35, Si£Ilal Corps
Intelli~ence (pp.40), ".7hich is #270.
2. The Pearl Earbor material does net appear to be e:>..-tensive. It
includes the several 1954 articles in U.S.!ie-::s & :iorld ReportJ Gen. l:iles•
July 19_48 article in 1-.tlantic i::onthl:V (pp.8) (#323), and :Xichard. U. Current' s article "E:oi7 St i.rnson Ee ant 'to 11.:::.neuver' the Japanese 11 (:ff356).
0

Soanish-A~erican

".iar

.

.

.

'·;fFF's i'ile on the P.oosevelt-De;·;eynessege includes r.iuch :raore than

the one raessage he ·used in the Lectures. It is all photocopy except
liis ·.-1orksheets used in deter:rninins ·:ih_ich cipher message equated to the
plain text ordering· De·.1e:v to ~anila. For the display .center, ~-:e should
as.let .nrc~iives for the originals. liFF' s ::.aterial on this L"'lcl. udes a couple
of . 1958 ne"S'spe.per stories about the r.:esi:a&e e.nd his identii'ic~tion of .it.
Footnote
·."fi'F' s :j/:364 is PreBriinary L"lventory- of the 3ecords or the Chief'
SiE;nal Oi'iicer (~ecord Group 111), pre?"'red i.'l'l 1952 by l~abel ~. Dautrich
or the i1rchives. This book is still in p:-i.nt a.'l'ld ;-;e should get a coµple
or copies.
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Iii ·January ~-9·7~ ,·· Aifr~. J:Iesse

and Vincent Wilson visited

···.·:··.-u···u-_:;.u.::::~·h·~··:-;~'.;~'~:~{ ·L~~i~'.-.·~~~---~~~· :~: ~rel.Wnary

survey of the .·
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re'quired for material· classif'ied SECRET.

Since then,

·th~

material has been catalcigued ax;id moved to a dif'f'erent·loca... :.. . ...._._.~io~. . -~ ..~· _rooID':..~~J?.~~ally P.~e?.~ed .·~ house ~~~--~ll~c~~°.I1•
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the
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.·····c:oii~"ficiri··~·· ·' t~: :sur~'e~····tli~. c~i1~i16ti~ ·f~r· '.c.la~sified
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materi~-
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to review
"any such"
classified..· mate.rial,
and to
pr_ovide.
·any.'
..... .. ·.:.:....
·.:::: .. . ::: .:.:.. . . . . ·:·
. . ..
.
.
.

poss_~bl_E! .. ass.istance or information about W.F. Friedman· and the
..

...

Collecti~ to the Library staff.
Un~r·. the present-perinanerit-arrangement, all unclassified
.. .... .. -
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·~-~~~s?ciat~. Director {~>Lyle) and the Archivist
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(Mr. Crawford) .were interested in Mr. Wil.san's proposal· to
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.asslste(i Mr~:· Wils~n i:nj:eviewing all photographs of Mr. Friedman ':. ·
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stocy:·of t.J:ie ·:Battle··· of· Midway iS naw in progress, as part of
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